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Abstract.

The role of the IndonesianThroughflow (ITF) in the thermocline

circulation of the low-latitude Pacific Ocean is explored using a high-resolution
primitive equation ocean circulation model. Seasonally forced runs for a domain
with an open Indonesian passageare compared with seasonallyforced runs for a
closedPacific domain. Three casesare considered: one with no throughflow, one
with 10 Sv of imposed ITF transport, and one with 20 Sv of ITF transport. Two
idealized tracers, one that tags northern component subtropical water and another
that tags southern component subtropical water, are used to diagnosethe mixing
ratio of northern and southern component waters in the equatorial thermocline. It

is foundthat the mixing ratio of north/south componentwatersin the equatorial
thermocline is highly sensitiveto whether the model accountsfor an ITF. Without
an ITF, the source of equatorial undercurrent water is primarily of North Pacific
origin, with the ratio of northern to southern componentwater being approximately
2.75 to 1. The ratio of northern to southern component water in the Equatorial
Undercurrent with 10 Sv of ITF is approximately 1.4 to 1, and the ratio with 20
Sv of imposed ITF is I to 1.25. Estimates from data suggesta mean mixing ratio
of northern to southern component water of less than I to 1. Assuming that the
mixing ratio changesapproximately linearly as the ITF transport varies between
10 and 20 Sv, an approximate balance between northern and southern component
water is reached when the ITF transport is approximately 16 Sv. It is also shown
that for the isopycnal surfaces within the core of the equatorial undercurrent, a
2øC temperature front exists acrossthe equator in the western equatorial Pacific,
beneath the warm pool. The implications of the model results and the temperature
data for the heat budget of the equatorial Pacific are considered.
1. Introduction

1997]. Our investigationdiffersfrom previousstudiesin

that we focus specificallyon how the ITF affects circulation fields and thermal budgetswithin the pycnocline
at the role of the IndonesianThroughflow(ITF) in the
of the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
thermocline circulation of the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
Our goal is to develop a better quantitative underThe ITF refers to the mean export of waters from
standing of the sourcesof the water that upwells in
the western equatorial Pacific to the Indian Ocean via
the equatorial Pacific. We seek to identify not only
the Indonesian Straits separating the Australian and
the range of density surfaces that contributes to the
Asian continents. The role of the ITF in the global
equatorial upwelling but also the relative contributions
thermohaline circulation has been discussedby Gordon
of Northern and Southern Hemispheric component wa[1986],andits impactonglobalcirculationandthermal
ter that upwells along the equator. In ocean circulabudgets has since been addressedin several modeling tion models that treat the Pacific Ocean as a closed
A series of model runs have been conducted

to look

studies[Hirst and Godfrey,1993;ShriverandHurlbutt,

basin(therebyignoringthe transportof the ITF), equa-

torial upwelling is primarily supplied by water from
1Now at Max-Planck-Institutfiir Meteorologie,Hamburg, the Northern Hemisphere subtropics. This is inconGermany
sistent with salinity measurements in the equatorial
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thermocline[Tsuchiyaet al., 1989],whichsuggestthat
the Southern Hemispheric componentof the equatorial
undercurrent is larger than the Northern Hemispheric
component. One of our primary objectives is to quan20,551
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tify the model sensitivityof the mixing ratio of northern to southern component thermocline water in the
equatorial upwellingto the openingand closingof the
Indonesian Straits. This has implications for climate
variability becauseisopycnalsurfacesfrom northern and
southern sourceshave different temperatures.
This exerciseis motivated by two broader scientific
questions: What dynamical processesdetermine the
mean thermal structure of the pycnoclinein the equatorial Pacific? What dynamical processescontrol the time
variability of the thermal structure of the pycnocline?
Modeling studieshave shownthat changesin the thermal structure of the equatorialthermoclinecan change
the decadal variability of the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). In fact, of all the parametersensitivity
studiesthat have been conductedwith the coupled

acting on the mean backgroundtemperature gradients
is not important. It also assumeslow diffusivity and
velocity shear within the thermocline, so that the extratropical anomaliesare relatively intact upon reaching
the equator. This amountsto assumingthat the STC
is a closed system, where the changesin temperature
on isopycnal surfacesare described by

structure of the thermoclinehas the strongestinfluence

icant in the equatorial Pacific. In addition, the equatorial VT, which includes the time mean temperature
gradient along the isopycnal surface correspondingto
the core of the equatorial undercurrent, is significantly

OT •
Ot

However,the low prebombA•4C valuesrecordedby
Galapagos
(1øS,90øW)co,'als[Druffe, 1981,1987]suggest that the STC is not a closedsystem, in that significant amounts of water from below the equatorial
pycnocline are entrained into the equatorial upwelling

[Toggweiler
et al., 1991]. The term u', whichincludes
biakand Cane[1991]model,changing
the temperature changesin upwelling velocities, is known to be signif-

on model

behavior.

To first order, in a zonally averagedsense,a subtrop-

ical cell (STC)[McCrearyand Lu, 1994],existsin the
upper thermoclineof the Pacific Ocean, wherebymuch
of the water that upwells along the equator has subducted in the subtropicalgyresof the South and North
Pacific. The upwelled water returns to the subducting regionsof the subtropicsthrough the surfaceEkman flow. Temporal variability in the thermal structure

larger than the VT • term emphasizedby Deser et al.
[19961
ß

In this paper we investigate the sensitivity of the circulation within the equatorial thermocline to the transport of the ITF. First, we present an overview of estimates of throughflow transport. This is followed by a
of the equatorialpycnocline
(belowthe euphoticzone) presentationof our modeling results. We finish with a
on isopycnal surfacesis described by the advection- discussionof thermal budgetswithin the equatorial Pacific thermocline, where we refer to temperature and
diffusionequation for temperature anomalies
salinity
measurements within the equatorial thermoOT •

+ •.VT' + u'.V'7- K + K'

(1)

cline.

whereK represents
isopycnalmixingand K • represents 2. Observations
diapycnalmixing. The terms • and T representthe
2.1. Thermocline
tinhemeanthree-dimensional
velocityand temperature
Pacific
fields,respectively,and u• and T • representperturbations to the time mean fields. We have assumed that

temperature anomaliescan be treated as passivetracers,and we haveignoredthe perturbationproductterm.

Circulation

for the

Western

The mean flow configurationwithin the thermocline
of the low-latitude

western Pacific is shown schemati-

Callyin Figure 1. The focusis on flowwithin the pycnoThe second
term onthe left-handsideof (1) represents cline,which corresponds
to the potentialdensityrange
the advectionof temperatureanomaliesby the mean as-25.0 to 25.5 and which lies at a mean depth of beflow,and the third term on the left-handsiderepresents tween 150 and 200 m in this region. This is the density

changes
associated
with anomalous
currentsactingon range feeding the core of the Equatorial Undercurrent
the tinhemeantemperaturegradientsalongisopycnals (EUC) in the westernPacific.
in the equatorial pycnocline.
The SouthEquatorialCurrent(SEC) and the North
Recently a mechanismwas proposedby Deser et EquatorialCurrent(NEC) representthe westwardflow-

al. [1996],Gu and Philander[1997],and Zhanget

ing, equatorward branchesof the southern and northern

al. [1998],wherebytemperatureanomaliesof order subtropicalgyres, respectively.The Mindanao Current
0.5øC originatingat the seasurfacein the subtropics and the New GuineaCoastalUndercurrent(NGCUC)
can advect subsurfaceinto the equatorial thermocline
via the STC and thus changethe thermal structureof
the equatorialpycnocline.It was suggested
that it is
the advectivetimescaleof intergyreexchangebetween
the subtropicalsubductingregionsand the equatorial
upwellingthat determinesthe period for decadal-scale
climate variations. The proposedmechanismassumes
that advectionassociatedwith perturbation velocities

are both low-latitude westernboundary currents,which
transport high-salinity subtropical thermocline water
into the equatorial region. Much of the high-salinity
southern component water has reached 143øE via the
Vitiaz Strait, stretching between Papua New Guinea

andNew Britain at approximately6øS,148øE(seeFigure 1). Murray et al. [1995]measureda transport
through the Vitiaz Strait of approximately 15 Sv in
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Figure 1. Schematicrepresentationof thermoclineflow in the westernequatorialPacific Ocean.

1992. The magnitudeof this transport is quite large, CirculationStudy (WEPOCS) II surveyalong143øEto
especiallywhen consideringthat the channelthrough arguethat 1/2 to 2/3 of the water feedingthe equatowhich it flowsis only 50 km wide and i km deep.
rial undercurrentin the westernPacific is suppliedfrom
the South Pacific.

2.2. Hydrography

of the Pacific Thermocline

The WEPOCS

near the confluence

II section at 143øE is

of the Mindanao

Current

and the

There is a meridionalsalinitygradientalongisopy- NGCUC, and thus salinity measurementscollected on
cnals across the equatorial thermocline of the Pacific the equator at this longitude can be used to infer the
relative mixing ratio of northern subtropical component
Ocean that results fi'om differences in freshwater fluxes
water to southern subtropical component water within
at the sea surface between the North Pacific and the
South Pacific. As a consequence,
isopycnalsin the Pa- the Equatorial Undercurrent. Since, as discussedbelow, interannual variability in temperature and salinity
cific thermocline are warmer and saltier in the South
Pacific than they are in the North Pacific. This can along isopycnal surfacesin this region is substantial,
be seenin Figure 2, which showsthe salinity distribu- one should exercisecaution in interpreting mixing ration on the rr0=25.0 isopycnalsurface,where Levitus et tios from one survey.

al. [1994]annualmeansalinitydatahavebeenlinearly
interpolatedontothe rr0=25.0surfacecalculatedusing 2.3. Indonesian Throughflow and Its
Connection
to Pacific
Circulation
both the annualmeantemperature[Levitusand Boyer,
1994]and salinityclimatologies.This densitysurface The thermocline circulation in the western equatowas chosenbecauseit corresponds
to the densityof the rial Pacific is complicated by the presence of the InEUC core. The freshest waters can be seen within the
donesianThroughflow.Ffield and Gordon[1992]have
CaliforniaCurrentin the northeastern
part of the plot, demonstrated using hydrographic measurementsthat
advectingsouthwardwithin the thermocline. The saltiest watersare foundin the subtropicalgyre of the South
Pacific.

Wyrtki [1981]usedthermalbudgetsto arguethat
the mean upwellingflux in the equatorialPacific is 50

Sv. Bothtritium(3H)to helium3 (3He)ratios[Jenk-

the source of the ITF

is North

Pacific

thermocline

wa-

ter. This North Pacific water mass is supplied to the
ITF by the Mindanao Current. Given that the mean

ITF transport (0(10 Sv))is an order of magnitude
larger than flow throughthe Bering Strait (0(1 Sv)),
mass conservation requires that the ITF transport be
compensated by cross-equatorial flow Dom the South-

ins,1996
] andchlorofiuorocarbons
[ Warneret al.,
1996]reveala 10-20yearventilationagefor the core ern Hemisphere. Thus although the NGCUC supplies
of the equatorialundercurrent.Tsuchiyaet al. [1989] perhaps 15 Sv to the equatorial pycnocline from the
usedmeasurements
of the meridionalsalinitygradient Southern Hemisphere, it does not itself close the flow
collectedduring the WesternEquatorial Pacific Ocean

aroundAustralia by directly feedingthe ITF. Rather, it
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Figure 2. The salinityonthe a0=25.0isopycnal
surface,calculatedfromthe Levituset al. [1994]
and Levitusand Boyer [1994]annualmeanclimatologies.

retrofiectsnear 140øEin the Halmahera eddy and feeds drographicmeasurements,which cluster around 12 Sv.
the EUC. Upon upwellingin the easternequatorialPa- Part of this discrepancyis undoubtedly due to the fact
cific, some of this water is advected within the surface that the zonal componentof the Hellerman and Rosen-

Ekman flow into the Northern Henrisphere.Through stein[1983]wind stressclimatologyis knownto be too
its exposureto surfacefluxes,it undergoesa water mass strong in the tropics, which would lead to an overestitransformation,beforeeventuallysubductingas north- mate of the ITF transport.
ern component thermocline water.
Many attempts have been made to estimate the trans-

port of the ITF usinghydrographicdata. An overview

2.4. Previous Modeling Studies

ofrecentestimates
hasbeenpresented
by Godfrey[1996], Liu et al. [1994],Lu and McCreary[1995],Gu and
andthey rangefrom-2.6 Sv [Fieuxet al., 1996]to 18.6 Philander[1997],andRothsteinet al. [1998]havestudSv [Fieuxet al., 1994. However,thereare manycom- ied Pacific equatorial thermocline ventilation due to inplicationsinvolvedwith this method. The strongtidal tergyre exchangeusing ocean models with varying demixing within the straits makesgeostrophiccalculations greesof vertical and horizontal resolution. However, all
of doubtful validity.
of thesestudiesneglectthe effect of the ITF by usinga
Another approachto estimatingthe transportof the closedPacific domain. There are also two global modthroughflow,Godfrey's
[1989]IslandRulecalculates
the eling studiesthat are relevant to our discussion,as they
mean transport of the ITF from the annual mean wind

address the influence

stressr over the surfaceocean. It makesa few approx-

tion within the PacificOcean.Hirst and Godfrey[1993]

of the ITF

on thermocline

circula-

imationsregardingthe dynamicalequationsgoverning used a relatively coarseresolution global version of the
the mean flow in the oceaninterior, includingthe as- Modular Ocean Model (Ax-2.8 ø longitude, Ay-l.6 ø
sumption that the throughflow in the Indonesian Seas latitude,with sixlayersin the upper500m) in orderto
is semigeostrophic,
thus bypassingmany of the prob- compare a model run that allowed for ITF with a model
lemsinherentin estimatingthe throughflow.Usingthe run that did not allow for ITF. For their run with an
annual mean wind stressclimatologyof Hellerman and

Rosenstein
[1983]for his analysis,Godfreyobtainedan
annual mean transport estimate of 164-4 Sv. This es-

timate for the ITF transport is somewhatlarger than
the estimatesof annualmean transportmadefrom by-

open ITF, a sill depth of 800 m was chosenfor the IndonesianStraits, and the passagewas givena minimum
width of four model grid points. The annual mean ITF
transport was determined by the model to be 17.1 Sv
with the run for which a sill depth of 800 m was used.
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The Hirst and Godfrey[1993]modelrunswereforced 3. Model Description

with annual mean wind stresses, and the formulation

The model runs discussedherein are designedto test
of Hah [1984]wasusedto calculatesurfaceheat fluxes.
the
sensitivityof the mixing ratio of northern and southThey foundthat for the casewherethe ITF was open,
the sea surfacetemperatures(SSTs) in the central and
eastern equatorial Pacific were in excessof 0.4øC colder
than they were for the case where there is no ITF. This

is a consequence
of the oceanicheat transport within
their model when the ITF is open;the water exported
to the Indian Oceanthroughthe Indonesianpassages
is
warmer than the compensatinginflow from the extratropical South Pacific, with the result that the thermocline is cooler than for the case with no ITF.

The correspondingsurfaceheat flux in the central and
easternPacific was also 15 to 20% larger for the ITF

ern component subtropical thermocline water in the
equatorial undercurrent to the opening and closing of
the ITF. For the casewherethe ITF is open, the geometry of the throughflow region is highly simplified, and
the barotropic transport around Australia is imposed
rather than part of the solution. Thus configured,this
processstudy is meant to convey the importance of includingthe ITF in oceanmodelsthat focuson intergyre
exchangefor the Pacific Ocean.
3.1.

Circulation

Model

The primitive equationLamont Ocean-AML (Atmoopencase(notethat $eageret al. [1995]haveshown
spheric
Mixed Layer) Model (LOAM) is usedfor this
that the Han [1984]heat flux formulationis likely to

underestimatefluxesin this region). In addition, the
temperature in the warm pool was slightly cooler for
the caseof an openITF, sothat the overalltemperature
gradientacrossthe equatorialPacificis iøC higherfor

study. This is a level version of the Gent and Cane

[1989]model,whichincludesa barotropicsolver[Naik
et al., 1995]with realisticbathymetry. A Lorenzfour

cycle is used for time differencing,and model calculations are performed on an A grid.
For surface momentum forcing the seasonal wind
A fundamentallimitation of the Hirst and Godfrey

the casewith an open ITF.

[1993]study,givenour interestin the Pacificpycno- stressclimatologyof daSilva[1994]is used. The heat
cline, is one of resolution.

With

meridional

resolution

of 1.6ø, the model doesnot capture the critical scales
of the equatorial undercurrent, and thus the ventilation
pathwaysfor intergyre exchangeand equatorialthermocline ventilationare representedtoo crudely.

flux componentof surfacebuoyancyforcingis calculated

usingthe AML model of Seagetet al. [1995],which
now includes a parameterization for wintertime storm

tracksin the extratropics(describedby Hazelegeet al.,
manuscriptin preparation, 1999). Sea surfacesalinities

are relaxedto the Levituset al. [1994]monthlyclima$hriver and Hurlburt [1997]used a versionof the
tology with a restoring time constant of 1 month.
NavalResearch
Laboratory(NRL) modelto investigate Two different horizontal domains were used for this
surface and thermocline flow in the low latitude western Pacific basin. The horizontal resolution used for

their study is 0.5ø, which is sufficient to resolve the
critical scales of both the EUC and low-latitude

west-

ern boundarycurrents(LLWBCs), and their study il-

study and are shownin Figure 3. The first (Figure 3a)
does not allow for any flow around Australia and thus
doesnot permit any ITF transport. The seconddomain

(Figure 3b) doesaccountfor an ITF. A channelrepre-

lustrates nicely the deviation of the flow fields for the senting the Indonesian Straits connectsthe equatorial
Pacific and Indian Oceans. The channelhas simplified
westernPacific thermoclineand surfaceoceangenergeometry and has a constant depth of 800 m, which is
ated usinga nonlinearprimitive equationmodelas opapproximately the samedepth as that usedin the study
posedto linear Sverdrup dynamics.

of Hirst and Godfrey[1993].
Givenour interestin the thermalbudgetsassociated
Although our representationof the throughflow rewith intergyreand interbasinexchange,the most sig- gion is simplified, it is justified a postJori, in that the

nificantshortcoming
of the $hriverandHurlburt[1993] vertical structure of the mean transport, with maximum

study is that their model doesnot include thermodytransport near 100 m depth and most of the transport
namics.Their focuswason circulationpathwaysin the occurring in the upper 400 m, is in accord with observaupper Pacific Ocean connectingthe ACC to the ITF,
tions. Within the sliver of the Indian Ocean included in
and thus they ignoredthermal budgetsassociatedwith
the modeldomain,the temperature[LevitusandBoyer,
heat transportswithin the thermoclineand buoyancy
forcing at the sea surface. Also, the model used for

1994]andsalinity[Levituset al., 1994]fieldsarerelaxed

the Shriverand Hurlburr study has only six layersin

to seasonalvalueson a timescale of 30 days. This is necessary to maintain the baroclinic structure of the flow

the vertical, and much of the thermocline flow is con-

in the channel.

fined to the singlelayer just below the surfacelayer.
We shall seethat for modelswith high resolution,intergyreexchangebetweenthe subtropicsand equatorial
upwellingregionsfavorsthe westernboundaryroutefor
deeperisopycnals
and the interiorventilationpathway

As the focusof this study is intergyreexchange,horizontal grid stretching has been used to achieve high
resolutionin dynamically sensitiveregions. The meridional and zonal resolutionis showngraphicallyin Figure 4. The meridional resolution (Figure 4a) is approximately1/3 ø alongthe equatorand falls off to ap-

for shallow isopycnals.
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Figure 3. Model domainand bathymetry(a) for casewith no IndonesianThroughflow(ITF)
and (b) for caseswhereITF transportis imposedthroughbarotropicsolver.

tion (Figure 4b) is about 1ø in the longitudebandsof

of the GriJfies[1998]implementationof the Gent and
Mc Williams[1990]scheme.As a stretchedgrid is used

the Mindanao Current, the NGCUC, and the Peru upwelling, with resolution falling off to slightly less than
2ø for most of the ocean interior. There are 30 layers in
the vertical, 15 of which are in the upper 300 m. High
vertical resolution within the thermocline is necessary
for the intergyre exchangeproblem, since water parcels
that subduct in the subtropics and upwell along the

for the model runs discussedhere, the lateral mixing coefficientshave been chosento vary linearly with horizontal resolution, so that the larger coefficientsneeded in
the extratropics where the resolution is slightly greater
than 2ø do not compromisethe solution in regionswhere
resolution is less than 1ø. The coefficient corresponding to both the isopycnalmixing and the eddy-induced

equator can attain a depth of several hundred meters

transportvelocityis approximately200 m2 s-x where

en route.

resolution
is 1/3øandapproximately
1600m2 s-x where

Lateral mixing of temperature and salinity is performed using a modified version of the GriJfies et al.

[1998]implementation
of the Redi[1982]isopycnal
mix-

resolution is larger than 2ø. The model sensitivity to
this coefficientwill be addressedin a further study.
Shapirofiltering is usedon the momentumequations,

ing tensor, and adiabatic eddy-induced transport of
these tracers is accomplishedusing a modified version

mentum is diffused laterally using a coefficientof 1500

proximately 2ø in the extratropics. The zonal resolu-

asdescribed
by Gentand Cane[1989].In addition,mo-
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Figure 4. Model (a) meridionaland (b) zonalresolution.

m2s-•. Thisviscosity
decaysin the verticalfromits full

3.2. Initialization

value at the sea surfacewith an e-foldingdepth of 200

Tracers

m. This value was chosen to tune the structure

of the

Two

idealized

and Forcing of Idealized

tracers

are advected

on line

for

the

model's equatorial undercurrent,as with only Shapiro model runs, which impose 0, 10, and 20 Sv of ITF
filtering, the undercurrentis too strong and outcrops transport, and are used to illustrate mixing ratio of
at the surface east of the dateline in the annual mean.
northern to southern component water in the equatorial
The physicaljustification for this parameterization is thermocline. One of the tracers representsa Northern
that high-frequencymeridionalwindsin the equatorial Hemispherictracer, and the other representsa Southern
Pacific in the real world lead to a meridionalmixing Hemispherictracer. Initially, the tracer concentrationis
of momentumin the upper ocean acrossthe equator set equal to zero everywhere, and the tracer concentraand that this effect will not be captured for oceanmod- tion is clamped to a value of 1 poleward of 18ø in the reelsforcedwith monthly mean wind climatologies.This spectivehemispheresas the model integrates. This forvalue of momentum diffusionis rather small, and its efmulationis similarto that of Lu andMcCreary[1995],
fect is onlyfelt in the EUC, wherethe resolutionis high except that we treat the northern and southern ventilaand shearsare high. For vertical mixing, in addition to tion tracers separately. The advection schemeused for
convectiveadjustment, the mixing parameterization of passivetracers is identical to that used for temperature

Pacanowski
and Philander[1981]is used,with a uniform backgrounddiffusivityof 0.1 cm2 s-•.
Three model runs were made using the the geometry shownin Figure 3 with seasonalforcing' (1) No
ITF, with seasonalwinds;(2) 10 Sv of imposedITF,
with seasonalwinds; and (3) 20 Sv of imposedITF,
with seasonal
winds Case(1) usesthe domainshown
in Figure3a, and cases(2) and (3) usethe geometry
shownin Figure 3b. In cases(2) and (3) the timeinvariantbarotropicITF transportis imposedthrough
the model's barotropic solver.
For each run discussedhere, the model is initialized
with temperature and salinity fields from Levitus and

and salinity in the circulation model, and the samemixing parameterizationsthat operate on temperature and
salinity (namely lateral diffusionand the eddy-induced
transport) are alsousedfor the passivetracers.
4.
4.1.

Results
Model

Flow

Fields

For both the 10 and 20 Sv cases the transport in
the channel separating the Pacific and Indian Oceans
is maximum at 90 m depth. This is consistent with
the

observed

vertical

structure

of flow

in the

Indone-

sian Straits, where flow is observed to be maximum

Boyer[1994]andLevituset al. [1994],respectively.
The at approximately100 m depth (A.L. Gordon,personal
model is spun out for 10 years in a robust diagnostic
mode with a time relaxation constant of 1 year. After this spin-upperiod, tracer initializationand forcing
occur, and the model is integrated for 40 more years.

communication,
1998). This is significant,becausethe
model is siphoningoff water at the correct density horizon for the Pacific Ocean, despite its simplified representation of the geometry of the Indonesian Straits.
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The flow at a depth of 90 m is shown in Figure 5a
for the casewith no ITF and in Figure 5b for the case
with 10 Sv of imposedITF transport. The 10 Sv of ITF
siphonsoff a significantfraction of the southwardflowing Mindanao Current water toward the Indian Ocean.
An important difference between the two caseslies in
the flow along the northern coastof New Guinea. The
strong retrofiectionjust north of New Guinea for the
case with the open throughflow is consistentwith the
flow fields measured during the WEPOCS II survey

IN EQUATORIAL PACIFIC

north of the equator. The flow acrossthis sectionfor the

casewith 10 Sv of ITF (Figure6b) revealsthe vertical
structure of the retrofiection

of NGCUC

water shown in

nearly all of the equatorwardflowingMindanao Current

Figure 5. The strongwestwardflow within the thermocline alongthe northerncoastof New Guinea is nearly
as large as that of the eastwardflowingEUC and is
consistentwith the findingsof the WEPOCS program.
The meridional componentof flow across 5.7øS is
shownin Figure 6c for the casewith no ITF and in
Figure 6d for the casewith 10 Sv of ITF. As the ITF
transport increases,so does the influx of water from
the South Pacific across7øS, as required by continuity.
Significantly,the compensationoccursprimarily within

feedsthe EUC, whilewith 10 Sv of ITF (Figure5d) the

the NGCUC.

Mindanao Current splits at approximately 4øN and its
contribution to the EUC is significantlydiminished.

4.2. Model Results for Hemispheric

at 143øE[Tsuchiyaet al., 1989]. At 195 m depthin
the thermocline,for the casewith no ITF (Figure5c),

Next

in the

we consider

the zonal flow across two transects

thermocline

of the western

Pacific.

The

first

Tracers

The Northern and Southern Hemispherictracer distributions for the casewith no ITF are shownprojected

ontothe •rs=25.0isopycnalsurfacein Figures7a and 7b.
These plots representsnapshots10 years after tracer
initialization.
The Northern Hemispheretracer can be
Tsuchiyaet al. [1989]. The flow acrossthis section
seen
to
access
the equatorprimarily through advection
for the casewith no ITF (Figure 6a) showsmaximum
zonalflowwithin the EUC of 55 cm s-•, centeredjust within the Mindanao Current. Along the equator the
of these is along 142øE between 3øS and 7øN, which
correspondsto the WEPOCS II section describedby

Figure 5. Vector plots of flow fields at 90 and 195 m depth in the westernPacific, showingflow

at (a) 90 m depthfor casewith no ITF, (b) 90 m depthfor casewith 10 Sv of imposedITF, (c)
195m depthfor casewith no ITF, and (d) 195m depthfor casewith 10 Sv of imposedITF.
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Figure 6. Annualmeanzonalvelocityas a functionof latitude and depth at 142øEfor the case

(a) with no ITF and(b) with 10 Sv of ITF. The contouring
intervalfor Figures6a and6b is 0.1

m s-•. Annualmeanmeridional
velocity
across
5.7øS
forthecase(c)withnoITF and(d) with
10 Sv of ITF. The contouringinterval for Figures6c and 6d is 0.05 m s-1.

concentration
of the NorthernHemispheretraceris sig- rent hasnowbeendivertedinto the throughflowand can
nificantlylarger than that of the SouthernHemisphere be seenexiting the Pacific in the throughflowregion.
tracer.
The Southern Hemispheretracer in the 10 Sv case
The unventilatedregion along 10øN in the eastern (Figure7d) showsconcentrations
in the equatorialunPacificin Figure 7a is the shadowzone of the North Pa- dercurrentthat are significantlylarger than they were
cific subtropicalgyre and is an oxygen-minimumzone for the case with no ITF. The maximum in tracer conin the real ocean. The minimumzonealong4øN seen centration along the equator can be traced back to the
stretchingfrom the easternedgeof the Mindanao Cur- NGCUC at the western boundary, which is the domirent acrossthe basin has been attributed by Lu and nant equatorial ventilation pathway from the Southern
McCreary[1995]to the potentialvorticitybarrierposed Hemisphereon this isopycnalhorizon. The casewith 20
by the Inter TropicalConvergence
Zone(ITCZ).
Sv of imposedITF is shownin Figure 7e and 7L The
For the SouthernHemispheretracer shownin Fig- overall pattern for both hemispheresremainsthe same,
ure 7b, both the interior and westernboundaryventi- althoughthe tracer concentrationalong the equatoris
lation routescontributeto the equatorialundercurrent. once again diminished for the northern tracer and enThe interior ventilation route penetratesclosestto the hanced for the southern tracer.
equator at 140øW.
In Figure 8 we considermeridional sectionsof tracer
The tracer distributions for the case with 10 Sv of im-

posedITF after 10 yearsare shownin Figures7c and
7d. With the throughflowregionopen,NorthernHemispheretracerconcentrations
areloweralongthe equator
than they werefor the casewith no throughflow.Much
of the tracer that flows south within the Mindanao Cur-

concentration

at 150øW

for the three model

runs.

For

the casewith no ITF the Northern Hemispheretracer
(Figure 8a) is dominant at all depths within 2ø of
the equator. The maximum concentration of Northern Hemisphere tracer within the undercurrent is three
times larger than the maximum concentrationof South-
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Figure 7. Tracerdistribution
onthe •r0=25.0surface
after 10 years,showing
(a) the Northern
Hemispheretracer for the casewith no ITF, (b) the SouthernHemispheretracer for the case

with no ITF, (c) the NorthernHemisphere
tracerfor the casewith 10SvITF, (d) the Southern
Hemispheretracerfor the casewith 10 Sv ITF, (e) the NorthernHemisphere
tracerfor the case
with 20 Sv ITF, and (f) the SouthernHenrisphere
tracerfor the casewith 20 Sv ITF.

ern Hemisphere tracer. The Northern Hemispheretracer
concentration within the EUC is a pronounced local

maximum (with tracer concentrationin excessof 0.9)

Northern Hemispheric tracer along the equator is less
than 0.7. and there is a significant reduction in the
off-equatorialconcentrationas well when comparedto

associated with the eastward transport of the EUC,
whereas for the Southern Hemisphere there is no lo-

the casewith no ITF. The Southern Hemispheric tracer

cal maximum

ative to the case with no ITF, and the Southern Hemi-

of tracer

concentration

within

the EUC

(Figure8b). The SouthernHemispheretraceris largely
confined to the region south of 2øS.

For the run that imposed10 Sv of ITF (Figures 8c
and 8d). the maximum in the concentration of the

shows elevated concentrations

between 2øS and 2øN rel-

spherictracer now accessesthe EUC. With 20 Sv of
imposedITF the maximum concentrationof Northern
Hemisphericwater in the EUC is now lessthan 0.6, and
there is now an isolated

local maximum

of Southern
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Figure 8. Tracer distribution at 150øW after 20 years of model integration, showing(a) the
Northern Hemispheretracer for the case with no ITF, (b) the Southern Hemisphere tracer for

the casewith no ITF, (c) the NorthernHemisphere
tracerfor the casewith 10 Sv ITF, (d) the
SouthernHemispheretracerfor the casewith 10 Sv ITF, (e) the NorthernHemispheretracerfor
the casewith 20 Sv ITF, and (f) the SouthernHemispheretracer for the casewith 20 Sv ITF.

Hemisphericwater within the EUC. In addition, there
is some cross-equatorialtransport of Southern Henrisphere tracer into the NECC, which is consistent with

observations
[Gordon,1995].
The evolutionwith time of the mixing ratio of south-

the Northei'n Hemisphere ventilates more rapidly than

the signalfroTMthe SouthernHemisphere.The mixing
ratiochanges
verylittle afteryear20 for all threecases.
The results for the hemispheric tracer are summarized in Table 1. A rectangular box ranging in depth

ern component to northern component waters in the
equatorial thermocline for the case with no ITF, the
casewith 10 Sv of ITF, and the casewith 20 Sv of ITF,

from 50 to 150 m and in latitude

is shownin Figure 9. For all three casesthe mixing
ratio is smallestafter 5 years,as the initial signalfrom

the northern

from 2øN to 2øS has

been chosen to correspond to the equatorial thermocline. Within this box the averageconcentrationof both
and southern

tracer has been tabulated

the end of the 20th year of model integration.

for
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Figure 9. Evolutionof mixingratio of southernto northerncomponentwater in Equatorial
Undercurrentfor three modelrunsover20 years(Lainout OceanModel, levelversionof Gent and

Cane[1989]).Althoughthe systemhasnot yet reachedsteadystate,thistimescale
is longerthan
the 10-15 year ventilation 'age' of equatorialpycnoclinewater inferredfrom chlorofiuorocarbon
measurements
in the Pacific[Warner et al., 1996].
In Figure 10 the mixing ratio of the Northern Hemispheric tracer to the Southern Henrispheretracer is
shown as a function of depth and longitude after 20
yearsfor eachof the three cases(0, 10, and 20 Sv). For
each casethe mixing ratio has been averagedbetween
2øN and 2øS.With 0 Sv of ITF (Figure 10a), we seethat
the mixing ratio is consistentlygreater than 2 over the
equatorial pycnocline. However, this plot also reveals
significant zonal and vertical structure, with the ratio
tending to increase below 100 m depth. The largest
gradients near 140øE, between 100 and 300 m depth,
are associatedwith the retrofiection shown in Figure 5.
The casefor 10 Sv of ITF (Figure 10b) also reveals
significant vertical and zonal structure. Here the mixing ratio in the upper 200 m is between1 and 2 for most
of the region between 150øE and the easternboundary,
with

the relative

contribution

of the Northern

across30øS is roughly 30 Sv for each case. However,
the casesdiffer in their calculatedtransport of the East
Australia Current, the western boundary current of the

SouthPacificsubtropicalgyre. For the 0 Sv of imposed
ITF transport, the recirculationwithin the East Australia Current is roughly 30 Sv, whereaswith 10 or 20
Sv of imposedITF transport,the east Australia Current is diminishedby an amount equal to the imposed
ITF transport. This is a consequence
of continuityand

Table 1. Percentageof Different ComponentWaters
After 20 Years as a Function of Imposed Indonesian
ThroughflowTransport
Component

0 Sv

10 S½

20 Sv

Northern Hemisphere
Southern Hemisphere

66
24

43
31

33
41

Other

10

26

26

Hemi-

spheric tracer increasing to the east and with depth.

With 20 Sv of ITF (Figure 10c)the ratio is lessthan 1
overmost of the region. As with the casewith 10 Sv, the
relative contribution of the northern component water
increasesto the east and with depth.
The barotropic stream function calculated by the
model is nearly identical over the interior regions of
the Pacific for the three cases(0, 10, and 20 Sv of im-

posed ITF) discussedhere. The Sverdrup circulation

The percentages
are calculatedby taking the averageconcentrationof the hemispherictracerswithin a box bounded
in the vertical by the 50 and 150 m depth horizonsand
by 2øN and 2øSxneridionally
overthe entire equatorialPacific. "Other" is calculatedby subractingthe sum of the two
hexnispheric
tracer concentrations
from unity for eachrun.
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focuseson temperature anomalies of order 0.5øC adveering into the equatorial region from poleward of 30ø.
In essence, this involves a temperature anomaly adveered by a mean flow, eventually impacting the temperature of the thermocline downstream. It is known,
however, that the equatorial circulation is quite variable. Thus it is worth considering the basin-scale time
mean temperature gradients within the pycnocline (VT

of (1)) corresponding
to the salinitydistributionshown
150øE

180'

X150øW 120øW 90øW

in Figure 2.
The temperature distribution on the •s-25.0
cnal surface

between

30øN

isopy-

and 30øS calculated

fi'om

the Levituset al. [1994]and Levitusand Boyer [1994]
annual mean temperature and salinity fields is shown
in Figure 11a. As before, the •=25.0 surfaceis chosen
becauseit correspondsto the approximate density horizon of the core of the equatorial undercurrent. A
meridional temperature gradient exists acrossthe equator. Minimum temperatures of lessthan 15øC are found
within the California Current off Baja California near
120øW. Maximum temperatures in excessof 22øC can
be found

150øE

180'

150'W

120øW

90'W

x

(b)

between

10 ø and 20øS across the South

Pa-

cific subtropical gyrc. As with the hemispheric salinity
gradients in Figure 2, the mcridional temperature gradients on this isopycnal surface are due to differencesin
surface freshwater

fluxes in the Northern

and Southern

Hemispheres.
Figure 1lb showsa zonally averagedplot of temperaturc as a function of latitude and density from the Lev-

itus and Boyer [1994]climatologyfor the Pacific. The
2øC change in zonally averaged temperature between

2

12

8øN and 8øS on the •=25.0

surface can be seen to exist

over the density range •-24.0

to 26.5. As the horizon-

tal smoothingradiusfor the Levitusand Boyer [1994]
andLeviilt8ei ai. [1994]data setsis of order500kin, we
cannot expect to resolve fronts or features on finer scales
than this. This temperature distribution representsthe

150'E

180'

150'W

120øW

90'W

x

(c)

T of (1), and for the real ocean,OT/Oy within the equatorial thermoclineis of order2øC/1600km alongisopycnal surfaces.

Figure 10. The mixing ratio of northern to southern
Having consideredthe large-scaletime mean tempercomponentwater plotted as a function of longitude and
ature distribution on an isopycnal surface within the
depth along the equator. The plotted quantity represents an average over the latitude range 2øN to 2øS. Pacific pycnocline, we turn our attention to a transect

Shownare caseswith (a) 0 Sv ITF, (b) 10 Sv ITF, and
(c) 20 Sv ITF. The contouringlevelsfor the mixingratio are 0.1, 0.2, 0.4. 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2,
2.5, 3, 4.5, 7, 10, 50, 100.

at 165øE that was sampled at least twice per year between

1984 and 1990.

The

data

set discussed here con-

sists of conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) casts
fi'om 10 cruises by the Surveillance Trans-Oc•anique

du Pacifique (SURTROPAC) program conductedby
the Institut Fran•ais de Recherche Scientifique pour
le D•veloppement en Cooperation (ORSTOM) group

the fact that the interior circulation is determined by
Sverdrup dynamics.

5. Variability in Hydrographic Data

from New Caledonia, three cruises from the Production

P•lagiquedansle Pacifique(PROPPAC) program,and
sevencruisesfrom the United States/People'sRepublic
of China (US/PRC) program.The time averagedfields
along this transect have been describedby Gouriou and

The mechanism
proposedby Deser et al. [1996],Gu Toole[1993].
andPhilander[1997],andZhanget al. [1998]for chang- Figure 12 shows a scatterplot of temperature and
ing the thermal structure of the equatorial pycnocline salinity measurements(indicated by open circles) for
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Figure 11. Temperatures
from the Levitusand Boyer[1994]annualmeanclimatology(a) of the
cr0-25.0 isopycnalsurfaceand (b) as a fimctionof latitude and density(zonallyaveraged).

the CTD measurements
for equatorialstations(165øE, ture as a function of latitude and time for this data set
0øN)for all of the cruises
combined.The correspondingalongthe isopycnalsurfacecr0=24.5. Along this surface,
or0surfacesare superposedon the figure, and the Min-

which lies in the upper part of the undercurrent, the

danaoCurrent(coldandfresh)andNew GuineaCoastal temperature gradient of approximately 2øC can be seen

U•dercurrent
(warm
andsalty)end-members
areshown acrossthe equator.

Between 2øS and 2øN, which correspondsto the latitude range of the Equatorial Undercurrent, there is low-frequency variability, with cooler
temperatures measured in late 1987 followed by warmer
temperatures. There is also low-frequency temperature
variability within the South Equatorial Current at apundercurrent, the variance is of order 1øC. Also worth
proximately 4øS, where the temperatuTMin early 1987
notingis the fact that the meanmixingratio of southern is approximately 1øC cooler than in early 1988.

as stars. Figure 12 showsthat the temperature variability existson the equator when viewedisopycnally,
although this plot tells us nothing about the phaseof
the variability. For the density range betweencr•=25.0
and 26.0, which roughly correspondsto the equatorial

to northerncomponentwater is slightlylargerthan 0.5
betweencr0=25.0and 26.0 and increaseswith depth, so
that by cr0=27.0 the source of the water at this location

6. Discussion

is dominatedby the southerncomponent.
Figure 13 showsa Hovmoellerdiagramsfor tempera-

We have seen from our modeling results that the
equatorial thermocline circulation is indeed quite sen-
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Figure 12. T/$ scatterplotfor conductivity-temperature-depth
(CTD) data collectedat 165øE,
0øN (opencircles)between1984 and 1990 (Data courtesyof John Toole, WoodsHole OceanographicInstitution,1998). The starsrepresentOTD measurements
from the low-latitudewestern
boundarycurrent(LLWBC) regions,namely,the freshMindanaoCurrent (left) for the northern hemisphere,
and the coastof New Guineafor the southernhemisphere(right). Contoursof
potential density anomaly are also inchtded.
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Figure 13. Temperature(tinhe,latitude) at 165øEon rr0:24.5 between1984 and 1990. These
CTD data are courtesyof John Toole, Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution, and have been
interpolated to isopycnal surfaces.
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sitive to the transport of thermocline water from the

existence of the ITF adds an additional pathway not

Pacific to the Indian Ocean through the Indonesian! availablefor a closeddomain.Fi•,e [1985]haspointed
Straits. Only when the imposed transport is between
10 and 20 Sv does the mixing ratio of the Southern to
the Northern Hemispheric tracer become larger than 1
for the equatorial pycnocline, in agreement with what

out that the tritium

measured in the thermocline

of the

equatorialIndian Oceanduring the GeochemicalOcean

SectionsSurvey(GEOSECS)of the 1970soriginatedin
the North

Pacific and thus subducted

in the "ITF

win-

is seenin the T/$ scatterplotof Figure 12. Assuming dow" of the North Pacific subtropical gyre.
The three model runs considered in this study did
not allow for any tinhe variability in the ITF transderivedestimateof 1/2 to 2/3 of the thermoclinederive port. Given that there exists a 2ø temperature grafrom the SouthernHemisphere[Tsuch,'iya
et al., 1989], dient along isopycnalsbetweenthe northern and southour results are consistentwith Godfrey's estimate of 16 ern componentwater in the western equatorial Pacific
Sv calculatedusingthe Island Rule. However,this value thermocline, as well as strong sensitivity of the mixing
of 16 Sv is approximately 50 per cent larger than the ratio of northern to southern component water in the
meanvaluesinferredfrom observations
[Godfrey,1996]. EUC to the transport of the ITF, a question naturally
For the hemispheric tracers the results for the three arises: to what extent could real-world variability in
runs considered here are consistent with the results of
ITF transport lead to variability in the thermal strucL'ua•,dMcCreary[1995],insofarasthe ITCZ presents
a ture of the equatorial pycnocline?More specifically,we
potential vorticity barrier that inhibits interior ventila- are interested in investigating the relative magnitudes
tion from the Northern Hemisphere. The barrier formed of the termsin (1) and workingquantitativelythrough
by the ITCZ is not impermeable, as interior ventilation the implications for climate variability. This will be
does occur for the Northern Hemisphere along isopyc- investigated in a future study.
hals above the core of the undercurrent. Nevertheless,
As mentionedearlier,H'irstand Godfrey[1993]found
the ITCZ barrier is responsiblefor a hemispheric asym- that easternequatorial Pacific SSTs are coolerwhen the
merry, in that interior ventilation occursmore readily IndonesianThroughflow is open in their model. This is
from the Southern Hemisphere.
despite the fact that for this case, more water is being
The choice of 18 ø latitude as the cutoff for the tracerdrawn from the Southern Hemisphere, where we expect
forcing function was motivated by our interest to be temperatures to be warnherfor the sanheisopycnal surconsistent with the model experiment of Lu and Mc- face. Hirst and Godfrey attributed this to the water
Creary[1995].However,their choiceof 18ø latitudefor that exits the Pacific thermocline through the ITF comtheir tracer forcing function was motivated by the fact ing from a shallowerlevel then the compensatinginflow
that this is the cutoff latitude for their subduction pa- from the South Pacific, with the net effect that the Parameterization.
Since this choice of a cutoff latitude
cific thermocline shallowsfor an open ITF.
doesnot have specialsignificancefor the physicalprobIn this study the SST is also quite sensitiveto whether
lem of intergyre exchange,the sensitivity of the results the ITF is open or closed. Figure 14 showsthat in the
presentedhere to the cutofflatitude of the tracer forcing casewith 10 Sv of imposed ITF, the annual mean SST
is as much as iøC colder than in the case with no ITF.
function will be pursued in our further study.
Continuity requiresthe ITF transport to be balanced The difference in SST patterns between the case with
by a cross-equatorial flow of water from the Southern 10 Sv of imposedtransport and the casewith 20 Sv of
Hemisphere. Southern component thermocline waters imposedtransport is quite small in comparison. Our redo not crossthe equator easily in the western or central suits in the eastern equatorial Pacific are consistentwith

that the mixing ratio increasesapproximately linearly
with the imposedITF transport and given the salinity-

Pacific; note the strong retroflection along the north
coast of New Guinea in Figures 5b and 5d, as well as
the fact that the strong equatorial fronts in temperature and salinity are maintained in steady state for the
real ocean. Upon reachingthe northern coast of Papua
New Guinea near 140øE,nearly all of the northwestward
flowingNGCUC water retroflectsto feedthe EUC. Only
after traversing the Pacific from west to east within the
EUC, upwellingin the easternPacific, and undergoing

the resultsof H'irstand Godfrey[1993],exceptthat the
SST differencesare less confined to the equator for our
model. This can be attributed in large part to the differencesin the surface heat flux parameterization used

in the two studies.Hirst and Godfrey[1994]usedthe
parameterization
of Hah [1984],whichincludesa strong
damping term on SST. By using the AML of $eager et

al. [1995],we haveallowedchangesin the temperature

of the Peru upwelling to propagate into the ocean intea water mass transformation at the sea surface, is the
rior through the influence of the trade winds.
The sensitivity of SST in the tropics to the imposed
majority of this southern componentwater able to enter
the Northern Hemisphere.
ITF transport should be understood as the surface exIn a seriesof oceanmodel experimentsusinga closed pression of a responsein the depth of the pycnocline
rectangular domain with idealized winds, Liu and Ph'i- to the ITF. When the ITF is open, the entire equatolander[1995]distinguished
between"recirculation
win- rial pycnocline is shallower than for the case where the
dows" and "exchangewindows"for the subductingre- ITF is closed. The changesin SST associatedwith the
gionsof the subtropicalgyres. For the North Pacific the changesin pycnocline depth are large enough to more
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Figure 14. Differencein annual mean SST bd;weencase with 10 Sv of imposed ITF and case
with no ITF. Units are øC, and negative contoursin the Eastern Equatorial Pacific indicate that
temperatures are cooler when the ITF is open.

than compensatefor the meridional temperature gra- diapycnal mixing within the model due to the mixing
dients seenon isopycnalsurfaceswithin the pycnocline parameterizationof Pacanowskiand Philander[1981],
of Figure 11a. The SST sensitivity poleward of 20ø in in our model. For the henrispheric tracers used here,
either hemisphereis not insignificantand again reflects one cannot readily distinguish between cool and fresh
changesin the depth of the pycnocline on a basin-wide water that has been locally entrained from below and
scale. The dynamical mechanismsresponsiblefor this subtropical water that is merely slow in accessingthe
strong non local responseto changesin ITF transport equatorial pycnocline along isopycnal surfaces.
The studyof Lu et al. [1998],whichuseda 3-1/2 layer
will be the subject of future investigation.
Another subject for further investigationwill be the model with an account of the Indonesian Throughflow,
variation in pycnoclinedepth with variations in Indone- suggeststhat the mixing ratio of southern to northern
sian Throughflowtransport on seasonalto interannual component water in the equatorial pycnocline should be
timescales.All the studiesdiscussedignoreseasonaland dependent on the extent of diapycnal fluxes within the
interannual variability in ITF transport. If the cooler equatorial pycnocline. Increased entrainment of water
SSTs found in our study (as well as in the Hirst and from below the directly ventilated thermocline tends to

Godfrei/[1994]
s•udy)for the casewherethe ITF is open increase the relative contribution of southern compowere to correspondto the responseof the real ocean to
increasedthroughflow transport, then this would offer
a feedback mechanism with potential implications for
the ocean thermostat mechanismproposed by •lement

nent water. If this is true, then the fact that the ITF

requiredby our model is roughly 50% larger than ob-

servationscould be a manifestation of diapycnal mixing
with the equatorial pycnocline being too small for our
et al. [1996]. Assumingthat the zonal SST gradient model runs. In a future study the hemispheric tracers
increasesin responseto increasedgreenhouseforcing, used here will be generalized such that they tag particthe trade winds respondby increasingin strength, thus ular isopycnal layers from each hemisphere. In this way
increasingthe differencein sea level height between the we can quantitatively addressthe extent of entrainment
Pacific and Indian Oceans. Owing to the increased associatedwith intergyre exchange.
pressure head difference between the Pacific and InTwo caveats are in order with regard to the comparidian Oceans,the transport of the ITF would increase, son of the model and the data. First, our comparison is
thereby cooling the sea surfacein the eastern equatorial complicated by the fact that for the model, there is sigPacific, thus constituting a positivefeedback.
nificant zonal structure to the mixing ratio of northern
Accordingto Table 1, approximately25% of the wa- to southern component water in the equatorial thermoter within the equatorial pycnoclineafter 20 years falls cline (Figure 10). This zonal structurewill also exist
into the 'other' category for the two runs that include when the mixing ratio is evaluated along isopycnal surITF transport. This raisesthe question of the extent of faces in the equatorial pycnocline. For the case with 10
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Sv of imposedITF (Figure 10b), there are roughlyequal with 0 Sv of ITF, nearly all of this northern component
proportions of northern to southern componentwater in water directlyfeedsthe equatorialundercurrent(EUC)
the region to the west of the dateline, which corresonds upon reachingthe equator. whereaswith 10 Sv of ITF,
to the region of sampling used for the salinity-based much of the Mindanao Current water is diverted to the

estimates[Tsuchiyaet al., 1989, Gouriouand Toole, Indian Ocean. As for the inflow from the Southern
Hemispheric LLWBC, the NGCUC is relatively weak
1993].
This underscoresthe need for a more complete analysis of the existingdatabaseof hydrographicmeasurements in the equatorial Pacific thermocline, in order to
further our understandingof the sourcesof upwelling
equatorial thermocline water. This should include hydrographic measurementsfrom a range of longitudes
acrossthe Pacific in order to better establishthe spatial
stucture of the mixing ratio in the real oceanas revealed

for the case with 0 Sv of ITF and dominated by the

in the salinity field. In our future work we will also in-

southern

with 0 Sv of ITF but is significantlystrengthenedfor
the casewith 10 Sv of ITF, as seenin Figures6c and 6d.
It is principally the sensitivity of these LLWBCs to the
strength of the imposed ITF transport that is reflected
in the mixing ratio of our idealized tracers.
Given that this strong sensitivity exists, one would

expectthat the mixingratio would be roughly50/50
source for the case with

10 Sv of ITF.

The

corporate measurements of the transient tracers bomb
point we wish to emphasize here is that the sensitivradiocarbonand bomb tritium in the equatorialthermo- ity exists but that it is not yet clear why the northcline to adressthis question (as suggestedby Broecker ern component is dominant for a closedPacific domain.
Our results are not inconsistent

et •. [1995]).
The second caveat is that caution

must be exercized

when using information derived from passivetracers to
infer the behavior of temperature and salinity anomalies in the ocean. Some important differencesbetween
passiveand active tracers have been discussedby

and Huang[1988].Nevertheless,
our hemispheric
tracers provide a usetiff diagnostic for the sourcesof the
model's equatorial thermocline water for the mean state
with climatologicalforcing, and the resultsprovidemo-

tivation for a more carefulreassessment
of the existing
database of hydrographicand transient tracer data.
7. Conclusions

The transport of the ITF strongly influencesthe ratio
of northern to southerncomponentwater in the equatorim pycnocline. High-resolution oceanmodels of Pacific
circulation

that

do not accotint

for an ITF

are char-

acterized by an EUC that is dominated by northern
component water.

This is inconsistent with the ratio

of northern to southern componentwater inferred from
salinity measurementsin the equatorial pycnocline. In
our model runs. only when an ITF transport of be-

with

those of Lu and

McCreary[1995],sincefor all three cases(0, 10, and
20 Sv) an ITCZ "barrier" is maintained in the Northern Hemisphere. Lu and McCreary did not quantify
a mixing ratio of northern to southern component water in their study, as their single passivetracer did not
distinguish between northern and southern sources. It
would be interesting to compare the results presented
here with

results

obtained

with

other

models

such as

theirs.

A meridional temperature gradient of amplitude 2øC
exists on isopycnalsurfacesin the western Pacific pycnocline. and thus changesin the mixing ratio of northern to southern component water have the potential to
change the thermal structure of the pycnocline. Depending on the amplitude of these changes,this has the
potential to change the thermal structure of the equatorial pycnocline and thus to influence climate. As has
been shownwith the CTD data collectedalong the repeat section at 165øE between 1984 and 1990, there
is significant low-frequencyvariability in temperature
and salinity within the pycnoclineof the western equatorial Pacific. This is consistentwith the recentfindings

of W.S. Kessler(personalcommunication,1998), who

tween 10 and 20 Sv is imposeddoesthe mixing ratio
of northern to southern component waters come into

has shown that low-fi'equencyvariability in the salinity structure of the western Pacific pycnocline accotints

accord

for as much

with

observations.

The strongsensitivityto the strength of the ITF was
certainly an unexpected restilt. We have seen that the
dynamical reasonfor this sensitivity can be tinderstood
by consideringmodel flow fields within the pycnocline
(shownin Figtires5c and 5d) for the caseswith 0 and
10 Sv of ITF, respectively.The most significantimpact
of the changingthe ITF transport occursin the equa-

as one third

of the variance

observed

in

dynmnic height.
It remains

to be determined

whether

the mechanism

responsible for the observed subsurface temperature
variability on isopycnals at 165øE is due to a mecha-

nismof the type proposedby Gu and Philander[1997],
by variability of the ITF transport as proposedin this
study, by changes in diapycnal exchange rates, or by

torwardflowingLLWBCsof eitherhemisphere,
namely. some combination thereof. The studies of Gu and Phithe MindanaoCurrentin the NorthernHenrisphere,
and lander[1997]and BlankeandRaynaud[1997]haveused
the New GuineaCoastalUndercurrent(NGCUC) in the point tracers to illustrate ventilation pathways for the
SouthernHemisphere.The equatorwardtransportof Pacific thermocline circulation. Sincethesetracers only
the Mindanao Current across 5øN at the western bound-

ary is nearly the same for both model runs. However,

follow ventilation pathways determined by the model's
advection equation, they are not influenced by the mix-
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ing processesthat occur within the model. However,

we knowfrom transienttracer measurements[Quay
et
al., 1983]that suchprocesses
arenot insignificant
in the
equatorial Pacific pycnocline.

As we have seenin Table 1, for our model runs, entrainment of cool water from below within the equatorial Pacific provides up to 25% of the water within
the equatorial pycnocline for the cases where we ac-

count for the IndonesianThroughflow. Viewed in light

of the modelresultsof Lu et al. [1998],thiscouldbe less
than the entrainment fluxes that occur in the real ocean,
which nfight explain why the ITF transport required by
our model is somewhat larger than the estimates from
observations.

Future modelingwork will involveforcingthe model
with seasonaland interannual winds and letting the
model internally calculate its own ITF transport. This
will allow us to addressthe magnitude of the effect of
realistic ITF variability on the thermal budget of the
equatorial pycnocline. Future model runs will also in-

clude tracers that facilitate quantification of diapycnal
exchangeswithin the model.
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